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Advantages:

1. The topic is quite interesting. And they clearly introduced the motivation of the project, and
the literature review is also adequate.
2. Informative presentation with solid results and representative examples.
3. Reasonable experiment design.
4. Clear code structure and organization.

Drawbacks:

1. The content of the presentation is not well balanced, as they took too much time in the
introduction part. The layout of the slides is also too dense and needs to be optimized.

We wanted to explain the problem to the uninitiated and hence, we spent a lot of time
introducing the problem and explaining the background of the problem. We added more slides
as we were dealing with a lot of image data and we wanted to show our qualitative results on
the slides.

2. The speaking speed is a little bit fast, it may be because there’s too much content and
couldn’t be finished within the limited time.

We had to cover a considerable amount of work in a short period of time and also make sure
that anyone viewing our work could understand what we did in our project. Maybe that is why it
seemed that we spoke fast.

3. Less innovation based on former work.

We did not propose a new architecture for image translation but performed various experiments
to understand how the conditional GAN and cycle GAN models for image translation can be
improved and built a single pipeline for both the image translation tasks. Therefore, we
experimented with various loss functions and path GAN sizes to see which leads to the best
results. Also, we used a new precision and recall metric to evaluate the results, which has not
been used specifically for the image translation task to the best of our knowledge. These
metrics backed up the qualitative results that we got.
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This project addresses the area of Image to image translation i.e. a hot topic in computer vision,
reinforcement learning etc. They have used Conditional Generative Adversarial Network
(CoGAN) and Cyclic Generative Adversarial Network (CycleGAN) to solve the paired and
unpaired domains of image-to-image translation. Overall Nice work, and the problem is also
very interesting. The Goal, Background and datasets for the project were presented in a clear
and concise manner. I particularly liked the results and discussion part where an in depth
analysis of the problem was done. Good future world plan, looking forward to it.

Some improvements/unclear:
On slide 13, the Total loss is almost similar to the L1 loss (why do they differ by a factor of 10 in
magnitude), both the GAN loss and the L1 loss have similar magnitude range. But the Total loss
i.e. equal to GAN Loss + L1 loss is very high. A little more clarity on this part would be better.
Maybe I am missing/overlooking some vital equation here.

Generator total loss = Generator GAN loss + λ * L1 loss
As we used λ=100, there is a considerable difference between the generator total loss and its
components (L1 loss, generator GAN loss). We made a minor mistake in the slides, but we
mentioned the correct equation in our report.
The conclusion drawn from the loss plot, however, remains the same. The total loss shows a
decreasing trend as the L1 loss keeps on decreasing.
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Very well motivated and presented introduction although a bit long. The literature survey aptly
discusses the motivation. This followed by strong background knowledge and a presentation of
the models being used. The details help in understanding the overall architecture. Broad set of
experiments are performed on the model to test its robustness which makes the results that
were obtained optimum. Details of skip connection requirements and their reasoning for
choosing certain losses and/or methods was sound. Future work seems to build well on the
existing work. Also, the code is very well structured and explained in the video by providing
details of each section.

Areas of Improvement:

1. Can cut some text in slides as most of it was being explained by the presenters.

We wanted to make the slides a standalone medium through which an uninitiated person could
have an idea about what we wanted to do in the project.

2. Some more detail about how the model was conceived or why it was built the way it is in the
paper can be helpful for future analysis.

Yes definitely some detail about the idea behind this model could be included in the presentation
but we did consider while delivering the presentation that the reader has some idea about
Generative Adversarial Networks and their wide applicability in image generation tasks.
Although we did discuss the motivation behind cyclic consistency loss and conditional
generative adversarial networks.

3. The introduction could have been shorter, and more focus could be given to explaining the
model.

We wanted to explain the problem statement and the background clearly. For the model, we
explained the architecture, the loss functions used and how the model solves the problem. We
felt that it was enough for someone to understand the project at a high level.

4.  Innovation compared to previous work could have been more and comparison to state-of-
the-art should be more explicit

We performed experiments to understand and improve the current models used for image
translation instead of proposing a new model architecture and wanted to see which of our
experiments leads to better results. Also, we used new metrics in precision and recall, which
have not been used for the image translation task to the best of our knowledge. These metrics
were introduced in a later paper and the image translation papers were published earlier. Thus,
it is not possible to compare it to the state of the art.
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ABSTRACT

Image-to-image translation is an area of active research in the field
of Computer Vision that allows us to generate new images with
different styles/texture/resolution while preserving the character-
istic properties. Recent architectures use Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) to transform input images from one domain to
another. In this report, we worked on paired and unpaired im-
age translation for multiple image domains. We used conditional
GAN model for the paired task and trained it with cyclic consis-
tency loss for the unpaired task, and experimented with different
types of losses, multiple Patch GAN sizes, and model architec-
tures. New quantitative metrics - precision, recall, and FID score
are used for quantitative analysis. A further qualitative study of
the results from different experiments is also carried out.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image to Image translation is a class of problems where images
are transformed from one domain (style/design) to another, keep-
ing its characteristic features intact. The eventual goal of such a
system is to learn a mapping function between the input and the
output domain. Recent advances in Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) [1] have been successfully deployed to solve this
problem. GANs can be used to colorize black and white images
[2] from the past. People have successfully restored degraded im-
ages [3] using a similar technique.

In this project, we approach the problem of image translation
using two methods where our model takes an image as input and
generates output image from another domain. First, we use an
image-level supervised learning approach, called paired image-to-
image translation, where paired image samples are used for train-
ing. Second, we experiment with a domain-level supervised learn-
ing approach where we only have sets of images from two differ-
ent domains without paired training samples, also called unpaired
image-to-image translation. Our contributions in this project can
be summarized as follows:

• Combining the training process of paired and unpaired im-
age translation

• Experimenting with various loss metrics such as L1 loss,
L2 loss, and their convex combination in the GAN loss to
understand their impact. We also experiment with multiple
PatchGAN sizes, and model architectures.

• Evaluate the results on quantitative metrics such as preci-
sion, recall and Inception FID score. Qualitatively analyze
the generated images to corroborate the quantitative results

2. RELATED WORK

For paired image-to-image translation task, Image Analogies [4]
used non-parametric models learned using an autoregression algo-
rithm. Unlike this method, our work uses parametric deep learn-
ing models, which use feature representations directly from im-
ages and produce better quality target domain images. There has
been prior work to address specific image translation tasks such
as Automatic Image Colorization [5, 6], semantic segmentation
[7], edge maps detection [8] which used deep CNNs for learning
image feature representations and unstructured losses (per-pixel
regression or classification loss) that predicts output pixels inde-
pendently. In contrast to these, our approach uses structured GAN
loss, which generates output image pixel values while preserving
the dependency structure resulting in better prediction. Further-
more, our approach can train a deep learning model with the same
hyperparameters for multiple domain-transfer tasks.

For unpaired image-to-image translation task, Coupled Gen-
erative Network(CoGAN) [9] learns a joint distribution of multi-
domain images without using any labeled training image pairs by
employing a GAN for each domain and sharing few weight layers
among all GANs. However, it is difficult to infer about joint dis-
tributions since infinite joint distributions can arise from samples
of marginal distributions. Liu et al [10] enforce a shared latent
space assumption by using Variational Autoencoders and tying
last weight layers of encoder and initial layers of decoders. Our
work does not rely on such low-level similarity assumptions hence
making our approach flexible for different domains.

3. DATASETS AND PREPROCESSING

We used four open source datasets for this project - CMP facades,
maps, cityscapes, horse to zebra. Except the maps dataset, all
other datasets had 256x256 RGB images. The maps dataset had
600x600 RGB images, but we randomly cropped them to 256x256
during preprocessing. For the paired task, we used the facades,
maps and cityscapes datasets. For the unpaired task, we used the
facades, maps and the horse to zebra datasets.

CMP facades dataset [11] is a dataset of manually annotated
facades from various sources from various cities around the world
having different architectural styles. It contains 606 facade images
paired with their corresponding architectural labels.

Maps dataset [12] has images of paired google maps and
google earth regions. 2194 images were scraped from google
maps from in and around New York city.



Cityscapes dataset [13] includes urban street scenes from 50
cities in Europe, clicked in fair weather across all seasons in the
year. We used 3475 images from the dataset.

Horse to zebra dataset [14] was prepared by the authors of
the paper from ImageNet [15], using the keywords wild horse and
zebra. It contains 2661 images in total. It is an unpaired dataset,
as a horse will not have a corresponding zebra and vice versa.

We did not create any explicit hand engineered features. As the
images were passed through a CNN, the CNN learnt the features
from the images.

3.1. Preprocessing

We applied the following preprocessing steps on the images.
• Random flipping: We generated a random number between

0 and 100, and flipped the image horizontally if the gener-
ated number was greater than 50.

• Random jittering: We resized the 256x256 images to
286x286 using nearest neighbor extrapolation and ran-
domly cropped them back to 256x256 for random jittering.

• Normalization: We normalized pixel values in [-1, 1].

4. MODELS

4.1. Pix2pix Model

In Pix2pix[12], the conditional Generative Adversarial Net-
works(cGANs) are used. Traditional GANs accept a random
noise input to generate an output image belonging to the target
distribution, whereas the cGANs accept an input sampled from
distribution X and generate the output from another domain Y.
Similar to GAN, cGAN also consists of generator and discrim-
inator networks. The goal of the discriminator is to distinguish
between the real image that belongs to distribution Y and the
image generated by the generator from input x. The goal of the
generator is to fool the discriminator into predicting generated
image as a real image. The two networks are explained in the
following subsections.

4.1.1. Generator

A deep CNN-based architecture is used as a generator. The gen-
erator consists of two parts - encoder and decoder. The encoder
downsamples the input image while increasing its channel to a
latent representation. The encoder comprises blocks of Conv-
BatchNorm-Relu. The decoder decompresses this latent represen-
tation using transpose convolution layers while reducing the num-
ber of channels. The decoder consists of the blocks of ConvTrans-
BatchNorm-Relu.

The generator network also contains skip-connections. Simi-
lar to U-Net architecture [16], the activations of the encoder net-
work are concatenated to the corresponding inputs to the decoder
blocks. Dropout is applied to first three layers of the decoder.
The decoder is followed by a CNN, which reduces the number of
channels of decoder output to match the input image.

4.1.2. Discriminator

GAN typically uses a deep convolution network as a discrimina-
tor, which accepts the actual image sample from the target domain
and the generator output to compute a probability score indicat-
ing the degree of two inputs belonging to different distributions.
In this work, PatchGAN[12], also called markovian discriminator,
is used. Instead of computing one probability score for the en-
tire image, PatchGAN aims to classify different image patches of
MxM as ground truth or generated, thereby modeling image pix-
els as Markov random fields. PatchGAN runs a deep convolution
network on the concatenated ground truth and generated images
(channel-wise concatenation).

4.1.3. Loss Function

Similar to GAN, conditional GAN also uses an adversarial loss
function. G(x, z) is the output from the generator model G where
x, z are input and noise, respectively. Similarly let D(x, G(x, z))
be the discriminator D output. The motivation behind the ad-
versarial loss is to make the generator better fool the discrimi-
nator and discriminator to better differentiate between real and
generated image in a minimax fashion. This adversarial loss is
given by LcGAN in equation 1. The conditional GAN loss is used
with L1(equation 2) loss computed between generated output and
ground truth target domain image to make the generator output
close to the original ground truth image as possible while promot-
ing better sharpness of edges and reducing blurring. Final loss
is given in equation 3 where λ is a regularizer that controls the
weightage of L1 loss in the final loss.

LcGAN (G,D) =Ex,y[logD(x, y)+

Ex,z[log(1−D(x,G(x, z))]
(1)

LL1(G) = Ex,y,z

[
||y −G(x, z)||1

]
(2)

G∗ = argmin
G

max
D

LcGAN (G,D) + λLL1(G) (3)

4.2. CycleGAN Model

CycleGAN [14] is used for unpaired image-to-image translation,
and it uses the same conditional GAN model from section 4.1.
It consists of two conditional GANs - (GA, DB) and (GB , DA)
where GA is a generator, taking image IA as input from domain
A and generates image I

′

A which should belong to the domain B.
Similarly GB is defined. DB is a discriminator network(section
4.1) distinguishing between real image from domain B and I

′

A.
Similarly DA is defined.

A Cycle Consistency Loss is used to train the cycleGAN
model. The generated image I

′

A is fed as input to the generator
GB which generates an image which should belong to domain
A. To enforce this consistency, L1 loss is taken between IA and
GB(GA(IA)). Similarly, for an image IB belonging to domain
B, L1 loss can be enforced between IB and GA(GB(IB)). The
net cyclic consistency loss is computed by adding both these L1
losses and are given in equation 4. For the two GANs - (GA, DB)
and (GB , DA), GAN loss is computed and added to the cyclic
consistency loss to give full objective in equation 6.



Fig. 1: From left: Input, ground truth and generated images of paired L1 loss experiments on maps and cityscapes datasets, Input and
generated images of unpaired L1 cyclic loss experiments on facades and horse2zebra datasets.

Lcyc(GA, GB) = EIA∼pdata(IA)

[
||GB(GA(IA))− IA||1

]
+

EIA∼pdata(IA)

[
||GB(GA(IA))− IA||1

] (4)

LcGAN (GA, DB , A,B) =EIB∼pdata(IB)

[
logDB(IB)

]
+

EIA∼pdata(IA)

[
log(1−DB(GA(IA)))

]
(5)

L(GA, GB , DA, DB) = LGAN (GA, DB , A,B)+

LGAN (GB , DA, B,A) + λLcyc(GA, GB)
(6)

5. EXPERIMENTS

We experimented by using different loss functions, changing the
sizes of the Patch GAN and removing skip connections from the
U-Net [16] architecture to see how the results are affected.

5.1. Paired Task Experiments

We trained the conditional GAN model using binary crossentropy
loss as the GAN loss for the generator and also for the discrim-
inator. We used the Adam optmizer for both networks with a
learning rate of 2 × 10−4 and β1 as 0.5. One gradient descent
step is performed for generator and one step for the discrimina-
tor. While performing gradient step for discriminator network, the
loss objective is divided by 2 to slow down the rate of discrimi-
nator learning relative to generator. This is done to stabilize the
GAN training. We tried different values of λ but we got our best
results with λ = 100. We trained all models with a batch size of
16 for 150 epochs. For all experiments except the two Patch GAN
experiments, we used a 70x70 Patch GAN.

We conducted the experiments below for the paired task.
1. L1 loss: L1 loss between generated and real images in ad-

dition to the GAN loss for the generator.
2. L2 loss: L2 loss between generated and real images in ad-

dition to the GAN loss for the generator.
3. 0.5× L1 + 0.5× L2: A combination of L1 and L2 loss to

see which loss leads to better images.
4. Patch 16: Patch GAN of size 16x16.
5. Patch 286: Patch GAN of size 286x286.
6. Skip: UNet architecture without skip connections.

5.2. Unpaired Task Experiments

Similar training settings as in paired task experiments are used to
train unpaired task experiments.

1. L1 loss: L1 distance to compute cyclic loss

2. L2 loss: Mean square error based cyclic loss
3. 0.5× L1 + 0.5× L2: A convex combination of L1 and L2

cyclic loss

(a) Generator L1 loss (b) Generator GAN loss

(c) Generator total loss (d) Discriminator loss

Fig. 2: Loss curves for the L1 loss experiment on the maps dataset
with batch size=16 for 150 epochs

We have shown the training loss curves for the L1 loss exper-
iment on the maps dataset in Fig 2. The generator and discrim-
inator losses do not follow a set pattern as the generator tries to
minimize the GAN loss, while the discriminator tries to minimize
it. The generator L1 loss, which compares the generated and the
real images, decreases with the number of epochs as the genera-
tor is generating better images. Similarly, the generator total loss,
which is a combination of the generator GAN loss and the L1 loss
also follows the decreasing trend of the L1 loss.

6. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

To evaluate our model, we used precision and recall and inception
score as the metrics for 256 images on every experiment.

6.1. Precision and Recall for GANs

We followed the method of Kynkäänniemi et al. [17] to calculate
the precision and recall for GANs. The InceptionV3 classification
network [18] was used to extract high dimensional features from
the generated and real images. Let the extracted feature vectors
be Φg and Φr respectively. For each set of feature vectors Φ ∈
{Φg,Φr}, a hypersphere with radius equalling the distance from



Fig. 3: Images generated by the experiments on the facades dataset. Images from left: Input, Ground Truth, L1 cyclic loss, L2 cyclic
loss, L1 loss, L2 loss, Patch 16, Patch 286, Skip.

Experiment Cityscapes Maps Facades
Precision Recall FID Precision Recall FID Precision Recall FID

L1 Loss 0.52 0.32 100.52 0.43 0.32 152.13 0.76 0.39 110.68
L2 loss 0.59 0.30 115.31 0.35 0.15 195.11 0.64 0.26 118.84
0.5×L1 + 0.5×L2 0.61 0.19 108.70 0.42 0.05 205.14 0.71 0.39 116.89
Patch GAN 16 0.19 0.23 147.51 0.33 0.06 211.69 0.76 0.29 116.50
Patch GAN 286 0.48 0.19 154.22 0.31 0.15 198.18 0.73 0.21 124.90
Skip 0.03 0.01 340.10 0.23 0.01 275.91 0.13 0.01 275.91

Table 1: Results on paired translation task. Experiments were run for batch size-16 and 150 epochs. L1 loss experiment seems to perform the best.

its kth nearest neighbor is defined in the high dimensional space,
using Euclidean distance as the distance metric. To determine if a
given vector φ lies in the hypersphere, we use

f(φ,Φ) =

{
1, if

∥∥∥φ− φ′
∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥NNk(φ

′
,Φ)− φ′

∥∥∥
2
,∀φ′ ∈ Φ

0, otherwise
(7)

Here, NNk(φ
′
,Φ) denotes the kth nearest neighbor of φ in

set Φ. If φ ∈Φg lies in the hypersphere of any φ
′

in Φr, then it is
considered a real image. Intuitively, we can say that f(φ,Φg) is
measure of how realistic an image is while f(φ,Φr) is a measure
of if a real image can be generated from a generator. So, precision
and recall we use in our experiments can be defined as follows.

Precision =
1

|Φg|
∑
φ∈Φg

f(φ,Φr)

Recall =
1

|Φr|
∑
φ∈Φr

f(φ,Φg)

(8)

The results are summarized in Table 1.

6.2. Frechet Inception Distance (FID)

FID [19] calculates the quality of generated images by comput-
ing its correlation with the real images. The images are passed
through the pretrained Inception Network [18], and features are
calculated using the second last layer of the model. A lower FID
score corresponds to a better generator.

Let (µr,Cr) and (µg,Cg) correspond to the mean and co-
variance matrix for the real and generated images. The FID sim-
ilarity score between the two image sets is calculated using the
following equation.

FID = ‖µr − µg‖22 + Tr(Cr +Cg − 2(CrCg)
1/2) (9)

7. QUALITATIVE RESULTS

This section qualitatively compares the learned pix2pix models
in different experiments on image ID 8 of the facade validation

Experiment Maps Facades Horse2Zebra
L1 Cyclic Loss 235.67 166.12 204.09
L2 Cyclic Loss 245.76 205.95 245.89
0.5*L1 + 0.5*L2 298.45 187.34 211.78

Table 2: Table depicts the inception score for unpaired image translation
task. The results with L1 cyclic loss seem to dominate the performance
with lower FID score, and is consistent with our findings.

dataset. The results are presented in Fig 3. We can observe that the
outputs generated by training the pix2pix model with L1 loss or
L2 loss are better. These models receive image-level supervision
signals, and L1/L2 loss also forces the generator output distribu-
tion to match the target domain distribution. We can also observe
that the image generated by the Patch GAN 16 experiment is bet-
ter and has more contrast as compared to the one generated by
the Patch GAN 286 experiment. This shows that by increasing
the patch size, the discriminator model becomes more relaxed in
discriminating between two images based on smoothness level. A
smaller patch size enforces the generator to generate images with
more contrast and sharp edges, improving generated image qual-
ity. Also, we can see that the paired task experiments result in
better images than the unpaired task as the latter does not have
ground truth images for training.

8. CONCLUSION

In this project, we experiment with various generative methods
to translate an image from one domain to another. Our results
corroborate the efficacy of paired image translation over unpaired
task on the multiple dataset using pix2pix GAN, and we also show
the improvement in image quality with L1 GAN loss on various
datasets. We were also able to incorporate various qualitative met-
rics such as FID score, precision and recall for images to achieve
a similar result.



9. INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

All three members contributed equally in writing the report. We
also plan to contribute equally in coding the architecture and train-
ing the models. We worked together to analyze the effectiveness
of skip connections in the convolutional encoder and decoder
networks and experimented with different sizes of PatchGAN and
other discriminators and observe their effect on training and gen-
eration of images.

Having said that, there were certain tasks that each team member
explicitly focused on. We are summarizing it as follows:

• Harpreet Singh
1. Identified potential datasets for paired image-to-image

translation task. Carried out required preprocessing to
prepare the datasets for the experiments.

2. Performed the L1 loss and L2 loss experiments on the
paired task.

3. Performed qualitative analysis of the generated images
from both the tasks.

• Gaurav Kumar
1. Reviewed unpaired image to image translation task

training pipeline. Trained variants of the conditional
GAN architecture and analyze the results.

2. Performed the experiments on the unpaired task.
3. Analyzed literature for FID and used FID to quantita-

tively analyze the images generated by both the paired
and unpaired tasks.

• Soham Satyadharma
1. Explored datasets for the unpaired image-to-image

translational network and idetified the potential chal-
lenges while working with the dataset.

2. Performed the patch GAN and skip experiments on the
paired task.

3. Analyzed literature for precision and recall to quan-
titatively analyze the images generated by the paired
task.
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